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 consent and throughout the village fields. The fields were
opened to pasture between August and February, and the
growing of winter crops was impossible. The strips were
too narrow for cross-ploughing or cross-harrowing. The
commons were overcrowded, often with the cattle of out-
siders; quarrels and lawsuits were common, improved
breeding was difficult, infection was frequent and adequate
feeding was often impossible. There were often a number
of squatters on the commons in the most squalid conditions,
frequently living lives of idleness and theft.1
/The capitalist, ready to invest money in land, favoured
large-scale fanning and would purchase or rent holdings
or enclose the waste: he would certainly not be bound by
common rights or customs. If the improved farming
methods were to be adopted, enclosure and consolidation
were necessary; and when adopted they tended to increase
the enclosing (for the use of winter crops made it possible to
keep sheep and cattle alive through the winter), farmers
carried larger stocks, had a greater supply of manure and
so grew better crops^ Many farmers were induced to under-
take the expense of enclosure by the prospect of increased^
rents; improved farming and increasing land speculation
B^ttnraised rents and so hastened enclosures, for as much as
forty-five years1 purchase was offered for land.2 The con-
solidation of holdings facilitated the collection of rents and
reduced the cost of management, so that the net produce
of enclosed farms increased much more than their gross
produce. When tithe-owners discovered that enclosed land
was more productive than unenclosed they also became
favourable to the movement. Once the capitalist farmer
had entered agriculture, the rule of custom was overthrown
and obstacles to further enclosing withdrawn. Even in the
seventeenth century manorial uniformity was rapidly
breaking down, and by the eighteenth century there was
1 A writer in 1794 stated the cottagers were " accustomed to rely -
on a precarious or vagabond existence from the land in a state of
nature; when that fails they take to pilfering and poaching " (Johnson,
op. cit.t p. 97). This was not always the case, for a very prosperous
colony of squatters existed at Blofield in Norfolk (Hasbach, Hist.
ofEng. Agnc. Labourer, p. 78).	* Ernie, op. cit., p. 322.

